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Single photons on pseudodemand from stored parametric down-conversion
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We describe the results of a parametric down-conversion experiment in which the detection of one photon of
a pair causes the other photon to be switched into a storage loop. The stored photon can then be switched out
of the loop at a later time chosen by the user, providing a single photon for potential use in a variety of
quantum information processing applications. Although the stored single photon is only available at periodic
time intervals, those times can be chosen to match the cycle time of a quantum computer by using pulsed
down-conversion. The potential use of the storage loop as a photonic quantum memory device is also dis-
cussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that a reliable source of sing
photons on demand is required for the realization of a var
of quantum information processing applications@1,2#. In the
ideal case, such a source is often envisioned as a sy
capable of emitting a single photon at the push of a butt
with spectral and temporal properties engineered in suc
way @3# that it can be used to demonstrate higher-order
terference effects with photons emitted from other indep
dent sources@4#. Here we describe an alternative singl
photon source for applications of this kind in which a sing
photon can be switched out of a storage loop at periodic t
intervals. Since these time intervals can be chosen to m
the cycle time of a quantum computer, a pseudodem
source of this kind would be just as effective as a source
which the photon can be produced at arbitrary times.

Because of the interest in single-photon sources on bo
basic physics and application-driven level, searches fo
practical system have been widespread. A partial list of c
didate systems includes the use of single atoms@5,6#, ions
@7#, molecules@8–11#, and quantum dots@12–19#, as well as
Coulomb-blockades@20#, diamond color-centers@21,22#, mi-
crowave cavities@23#, quantum interference systems@24,25#,
and surface acoustic wave devices@26#. Strong evidence of
photon antibunching has already been demonstrated in m
of these systems, and several of them are rapidly being
gineered towards the ideal of a ‘‘push-button’’ single-phot
source.

In contrast to most of these sources of single photo
spontaneous parametric down-conversion is a very con
nient source of pairs of photons@27#. Because down-
conversion is a coherent process subject to phase-matc
conditions@28#, the photons of a chosen pair are known to
emitted in well-defined directions with respect to one a
other. This aspect of down-conversion has been extrem
useful for the generation of heralded single photons, in t
the detection of one photon of a pair signals the presence
direction of the other photon with certainty@29#. Nonethe-
less, down-conversion has not yet been used as a sour
single-photons on demand because the pairs are essen
emitted at random times@30#. Although the use of pulsed
pump down-conversion restricts the possible pair emiss
1050-2947/2002/66~4!/042303~7!/$20.00 66 0423
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time to known intervals, the actual interval at which the p
will be emitted still cannot be chosen on demand.

A potential solution to this problem is illustrated in Fig.
A pair of photons is emitted by a parametric dow
conversion source~PDC! pumped by a train of short pulse
from, for example, a femtosecond mode-locked laser. T
pair can therefore only be emitted at one of the well-defin
times defined by the repetition rate of the pulsed laser,
the specific pulse which actually produces the pair canno
chosen in advance. Once a pair has been emitted, the d
tion of one of the photons is used to activate a high-sp
electro-optic switch that reroutes the other photon into a s
age loop. The stored photon is then known to be circulat
in the loop and can be switched out at a later time chosen
the user, providing a source of single-photons on pseu
demand.

In this paper, we report a proof-of-principle down
conversion experiment demonstrating a single-photon so
of this kind. The current version of the experiment utilized
continuous-wave pumping laser, but an extension of the
paratus to a conventional pulsed-pump down-convers
source should be straightforward.

The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows: In S
II we describe the details of the down-conversion expe

FIG. 1. A schematic overview of a source of single-photons
pseudodemand using stored parametric down-conversion. A ph
pair is emitted from a pulsed parametric down-conversion sou
~PDC!. Classical information describing the detection of photona
by detectorDa is fed-forward to the user~along double wires!, who
activates a high-speed electro-optic~EO! switch that reroutes pho
ton b into a storage loop. Photonb is then known to be circulating
in the loop and can be switched out on command by the user a
any number of round trips in the ideal case.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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ment, which involved a 4 mfree-space storage loop alon
with a fiber optic delay line and a high-speed Pockels cel
implement the real-time electro-optic switch. In Sec. III w
present results which clearly demonstrate the desired sw
out of single-photons after a user-chosen number of ro
trips through the loop. The possibility of a practical photon
qubit memory device based on the use of this type of stor
loop @31,32# is discussed in Sec. IV. In addition, we discu
the near-term benefits of this source within the context
efficient linear optics quantum computation@33,34#, focusing
on the use of a master pulsed laser to increase the sync
nization of several sources and to overcome the probl
associated with false-triggering events. A brief summary
provided in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Switching and timing

Our implementation of a high-speed electro-optic swi
and storage loop is outlined in Fig. 2. The switch is co
prised of a polarizing beam splitter~PBS!, which reflects
vertically polarized photons and transmits horizontally pol
ized photons, and a Pockels cell~PC! that is used to rotate
the polarization of the stored photon. The Pockels cel
configured in such a way that it will not affect the stor
photon’s polarization unless it is turned ‘‘on’’ by a classic
pulse from the user. When it is turned on, the Pockels
will rotate the polarization of the stored photon by 90°.

Photonsa and b of a down-conversion pair are inciden
from the left, and classical information describing the det
tion time of photona by detectorDa is sent forward to the
user. Since the two photons of a pair are created at the s
time, the user knows that photonb is entering the storage
loop after a fixed initial delayt i . Because photonb is ver-
tically polarized, it is reflected into the storage loop by t
PBS, and would simply be reflected out of the loop and i
the output mode after one round-trip if the Pockels cell w
left ‘‘off.’’

FIG. 2. Principle of operation of the electro-optic switch a
storage loop. The switch consists of a polarizing beam spli
~PBS! and high-speed Pockels cell~PC! that is used to rotate the
polarization of the stored photon between vertical and horizo
values. As described in the text, upon detection of the trigger p
ton a, the user sends a classical pulsep1 to the PC to trap photonb
in the storage loop. After a chosen number of round-trips, the u
sends a second classical pulsep2 to switch the stored photon out o
the loop on command.
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In order to store photonb in the loop, the user sends
short classical pulsep1 to the Pockels cell so that it is turne
‘‘on’’ only during the first pass of photonb. The polarization
of photonb is therefore rotated from vertical to horizonta
causing it to be transmitted by the PBS and into the stor
loop for a second round-trip. Because the Pockels cel
turned ‘‘off’’ during the second and subsequent round-trip
photonb remains horizontally polarized and continues to c
culate around the storage loop.

The user can then choose when to switch out the sto
photon by sending a second classical pulse,p2. The leading
edge ofp2 is timed so that the Pockels cell rotates the pol
ization of photonb from horizontal back to vertical after a
chosen numbern of round-trips. In this way photonb is
reflected out of the storage loop by the PBS and into
output mode on command.

Based on this principle of operation, it is clear that t
round-trip timets through the storage loop must be grea
than the rise-time of the Pockels cell. As is shown in Fig.
the rise-time of the Pockels cell used in our experim
~ConOptics Inc. model 360-80/D25! was measured to be
roughly 10 ns, which dictated a minimum free-space stor
loop length of just over 3 m. We therefore constructed a 4 m
storage loop, which allowed the stored photons to
switched out at chosen intervals every 13.3 ns.

The initial delayt i shown in Fig. 2 is not part of the
switching and storage loop, but was simply needed to
count for the time required by the user to process the cla
cal detection signal fromDa and send the pulsep1 to acti-
vate the Pockels cell. As will be described in the ne
section,t i was on the order of 500 ns in our experiment.

B. Experimental design

A schematic of the actual experiment is shown in Fig.
The setup was a modification of our earlier experiment
feed-forward control for linear optics quantum computatio
and additional technical details can be found in Ref.@35#.
The down-conversion photon pair source consisted of a
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FIG. 3. Measurement of the Pockels cell rise time of roughly
ns. The data was taken by using a setup similar to that shown in
2. Additional polarizers and wave plates were used so that a do
conversion photon pair coincidence detection event could only
cur if the Pockels cell was turned ‘‘on’’ at an appropriate time. T
data shows a plot of the number of coincidence counts per 60 s
function of Pockels cell turn-on time delay.
3-2
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SINGLE PHOTONS ON PSEUDODEMAND FROM STORED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 042303 ~2002!
mm-thick BBO crystal pumped by roughly 30 mW of th
351.1 nm line of a continuous-wave argon-ion laser. T
BBO crystal was cut for degenerate type-II collinear pha
matching and produced pairs of copropagating but ortho
nally polarized photons at 702.2 nm@36#. The orthogonally
polarized photonsa and b of a given pair were separate
using the auxiliary polarizing beamsplitter shown on the l
side of Fig. 4.

The trigger photona passed through a 10 nm full width o
half maximum bandwidth filter,f, centered at 700 nm an
was detected byDa , a Perkin Elmer model SPCM-AQR-1
single-photon counting avalanche photodiode. The TTL o
put pulse ofDa was then sent to two independent Canbe
model 410A electronic gate-and-delay generators~GD1 and
GD2!, which provided the TTL pulsesp1 and p2 described
within the context of Fig. 2. The use of the two gate-an
delay generators allowed precise and simple control of
timing of thep1 andp2 pulses sent to the Pockels cell drive
Note that a TTL OR gate was used so that eitherp1 or p2
could be used to turn ‘‘on’’ the Pockels cell, as required. T
minimum duration ofp1 and p2 in this configuration was
100 ns, which was significantly longer than the round-t
time through the 4 m storage loop. The timing ofp1 was
therefore adjusted so that the Pockels cell transition betw
‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ would occur immediately after the first pass
of photonb. In a similar manner, the timing ofp2 was ad-
justed so that the transition from ‘‘off’’ back to ‘‘on’’ would
occur just before the arrival of photonb during its final pass

FIG. 4. A schematic of the experimental setup described in
text. In the lower portion of the figure, the detection of the trigg
photona by detectorDa is sent to two independent gate and del
generators GD1 and GD2. These units are used to produce the
sical pulsesp1 andp2 that drive a Pockels cell~PC! used to switch
photonb into, and out of,a 4 m free-space Gaussian transmissio
line storage loop in the upper portion of the figure. Before be
sent into the storage loop, photonb is delayed by a fiber optic dela
line for the time required to process the classicalDa signal.
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through the Pockels cell. As will be seen below, the timing
p1 was therefore set to a fixed value relative to a detect
event atDa , while the timing ofp2 was set to several dif-
ferent values to demonstrate the ability to switch out
stored photon on command after a chosen number of rou
trips.

Before entering the storage loop, it was necessary to d
photon b to account for the time required to process t
detection of photona and turn on the Pockels cell withp1.
The total required initial delayt i was therefore the sum o
the operation time of several components. The avalan
photodiodeDa required 18 ns to produce the leading edge
its TTL output pulse@35#. Furthermore, the gate and dela
generators were configured with a dead time of 200 ns
that the production of the trailing edge ofp1 actually re-
quired 300 ns. In addition, the TTL OR gate imposed 18
of delay, and the time required by the Pockels cell driv
amplifiers was roughly 38 ns@35#. Various coaxial cables
used to connect these devices imparted an additional 60 n
delay. Therefore photonb had to be delayed by at least 43
ns. As shown in Fig. 4, this was accomplished by launch
photonb into a 120 m fiber optic delay line~3M brand FS-
3224 single mode fiber! which provided over 500 ns of de
lay. Photonb was launched into and out of the fiber dela
line by fiber couplers~fc! comprised of suitable microscop
objectives mounted on microtranslation stages. A stand
fiber polarization controller~fpc! was used to negate the e
fects of birefringence induced by the fiber.

After emerging from the fiber delay line, the vertical
polarized photonb was steered by two mirrors into the ma
polarizing beamsplitter and reflected into a 4 mfree-space
storage loop formed by a right angle prism~pr! and mirrors
m1 throughm4. The Pockels cell was placed inside the st
age loop with its fast and slow axes rotated 45° from
vertical direction. When we refer to the Pockels cell as be
turned ‘‘off,’’ it was actually dc biased in such a way that
would cause no rotation of any polarization state of photonb.
When triggered byp1 or p2, the digital Pockels cell driver
would turn ‘‘on’’ the Pockels cell by applying the measure
half wave voltage~roughly 115 V at 702.2 nm!. At these
switching times, the Pockels cell would rotate the polariz
tion of photonb by 90o as described in section II A. An
additional half-wave plate (l/2) was placed before the Pock
els cell. The wave plate was nominally oriented so that it
not rotate the polarization, but it could be reoriented for va
ous diagnostic tests.

In order to minimize beam divergence and maximize
total number of possible round trips, two 1 m focal-length
lenses were used inside the storage loop. Note that one o
lenses and the right angle prism~pr! were mounted on lon-
gitudinal translation stages. In this way, an unfolded vers
of the storage loop can be viewed as a Gaussian transmis
line @28# that could be optimized by their relative position
The degree of collimation produced by the output coup
~fc! of the fiber delay line was then adjusted in an attemp
mode-match the beam into the storage loop. The alignm
and focusing of this setup was accomplished by coupl
bright light at 694 nm from a laser diode into the fiber del
line.
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After the desired number of round-trips, photonb was
switched out of the storage loop and into the output mo
where it was detected by a second single-photon avalan
photodiode,Db . The output ofDb , as well as an additiona
GD1 output signaling aDa event, were sent to a conven
tional coincidence counting circuit which, in practice, w
used to record the time of arrival of the stored photonb at Db
relative to the time of arrival of the trigger photona at Da .
An accumulated histogram of the number of coinciden
counts as a function of this relative time difference wou
therefore show a series of possible peaks separated by
tiples of the 13.3 ns round-trip time of the 4 m storage loop

III. RESULTS

Figures 5 and 6 summarize the results of our proof-
principle demonstration of a source of single-photons
pseudodemand from stored parametric down-convers
Figure 5 shows a histogram of the number of coincide
detections as a function of the arrival time of photonb at Db
relative to the arrival time of photona at Da . For this data,
the Pockels cell driver was intentionally disconnected, a
the half-wave plate inside the storage loop of Fig. 4 was
with its fast axis rotated by 22.5° with respect to the verti
direction.

Upon being reflected into the storage loop by the m
polarizing beamsplitter, photonb’s vertical polarization state
was therefore rotated by 45°.~In this case the Pockels ce
would do nothing but apply an overall irrelevant phase-s
for any applied voltage.! After one round-trip through the

FIG. 5. Results of a diagnostic test to characterize the qualit
the storage loop with the Pockels cell turned off and half-wave p
in the loop. The data shows a histogram of the number of coi
dence counts~after 30 min! as a function of the time of arrival o
photonb at Db relative to the time of arrival of the trigger photona
at Da . Coincidence peaks at multiples of the 13.3 ns round-
time are clearly seen. The data shown here did not involve
active polarization rotation by the Pockels cell. Instead, the w
plate was used to repeatedly rotate the polarization of the st
photon to 45°, thereby giving it a 50% chance of being switch
out after each round-trip through the loop. As shown by the das
line, an ideal lossless storage loop would therefore show a de

that goes like (12 )n. The data was better fit by a decay of rough

( 1
2.7)n indicating a loss of roughly 26% per round-trip. The major

of this loss was due to optical losses of the various compon
used to define the storage loop.
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storage loop, the 45° polarized photonb therefore had a 50%
chance of being reflected out of the loop by the polariz
beamsplitter, and a 50% chance of being transmitted b
into the loop for a second round-trip. The transmitted amp
tude, which was horizontally polarized, was once again
tated to 45° by the half-wave plate, and the cycle repea
indefinitely.

The accumulated peaks shown in Fig. 5 therefore prov
an excellent diagnostic tool for testing the quality of t
storage loop and measuring the magnitude of any detrime
loop losses. If the loop were perfectly aligned and had
optical losses, we would expect to see a coincidence co

histogram that decays as (1
2 )n, where n is the number of

round-trips after the first pass through the loop. This id
case is represented by the dashed line in Fig. 5. The data

better fit by a decay curve that went as (1
2.7 )n, indicating a

loss of 26% per round trip through the loop. Of this 26
loss, roughly 18% could be attributed to the various refl
tion and transmission losses from the optics forming the s
age loop, with the remaining 8% being due to imperfe
alignment and focusing of the Gaussian transmission l
This loop loss was lower than initially expected, and e
dence of single photons completing up to 12 round-tr
through the loop was seen in auxiliary experiments.

The main results of this paper are shown in Figs. 6~a!–
6~d!. The data shows coincidence count histograms an
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FIG. 6. Data demonstrating the concept of single-photons
pseudodemand from stored parametric down-conversion. In eac
the plots, the data shows coincidence count histograms~per 2 min!
analogous to that shown in Fig. 5. In this case, however, the h
wave plate was not used, and the real-time user control describe
Sec. II was fully implemented. In plot~a!, the user chose to switch
out the single photons after 2 round-trips, while in plots~b!, ~c!, and
~d!, the user chose to switch out on command after 3, 4, an
round-trips, respectively. The integrated area under the peak o
terest in each of the plots is roughly consistent with the 26% l
per round trip deduced from Fig. 5. In addition, small peaks res
ing from switching errors described in the text can be seen in e
of the plots.
3-4
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SINGLE PHOTONS ON PSEUDODEMAND FROM STORED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 042303 ~2002!
gous to that shown in Fig. 5, but with the wave plate set to
nominal position to cause no polarization rotation. In the
examples, full user-control of the storage and switch-ou
single-photons as described in Sec. II was implemented.
ure 6~a! shows the accumulated counts when the user
cided to switch out the photon on command after two rou
trips, while Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~d!, respectively, show
switching out after choosing three, four, or five round-trip

The integrated area under the peak of interest in eac
the successive plots does decay in rough agreement with
26% loss per round-trip deduced from Fig. 5. In additio
small undesired peaks due to switching errors can be see
each of the four plots. We believe that these small switch
errors were primarily due to the fact that the photon be
was diverging through the Pockels cell in the storage lo
making it impossible to apply the correct half-wave volta
to the entire wave front. In any event, the data shown cle
demonstrates the concept of single-photons on pse
demand from stored down-conversion.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. False triggering and photon loss errors

In the current experiment, the effects of loop losses a
switching errors were relatively small compared to the
fects of false triggering events and photon loss errors. F
triggering events arise from the dark-count noise events
the trigger detectorDa . These dark counts are indistinguis
able from real photona detection events and cause the u
to mistakenly think that a photonb is stored. Similarly, pho-
ton loss errors occur when a real trigger photona is detected
but the corresponding photonb was lost before even enterin
the loop. In practice, neither of these errors will represen
major drawback for this type of single-photon source, as
scribed below.

In the present setup, however, both of these errors w
significant. In addition to individual detector dark counts
the order of 200 per second, the single-photona detection
rate at detectorDa was roughly 3250 counts per secon
while the single-photonb counting rate at detectorDb was
only 200 counts per second. Furthermore, the observed
incidence counting rate between the two detectors was
on the order of about ten per second. Most of this differe
between the two detectors’ counting rates was due to the
that coincidence counting rates here were maximized
fully opening the apertures which defined the path to dete
Da . Since there was photonb loss due to coupling ineffi-
ciency into the fiber optic delay line, as well as significa
losses at a connection between two fiber patch cords c
prising the delay line, this strategy helped ensure that
each successfully launched photonb, the twin trigger photon
a would not be lost.

Although no serious efforts were made to reduce th
losses and errors in our initial experiments, it should
noted that they do not pose serious problems for a prac
use of this type of source. The effects of detector dark cou
can essentially be eliminated by the use of femtosec
pulsed down-conversion which allows gating of the sour
and detectors. In addition, the problems associated with p
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ton loss errors here are of the same type as those enc
tered, for example, in the Klyshko absolute detect
calibration scheme@37#. Down-conversion experiment
performed along those lines have shown that a near u
ratio of detection rates can be achieved~see, for example,
@38#!. Furthermore, new techniques for efficiently couplin
down-conversion radiation into optical fibers have recen
been demonstrated@39#.

In general, the source needs to be pumped in the con
tional regime where the probability of two down-conversi
pairs being emitted within the switching time is negligibl
Problems associated with low quantum efficiency values
detectorDa are not particularly relevant; in principle, an ad
ditional switch could be used to prevent untriggered pho
b’s from entering the storage loop.

B. Prospects for quantum memory

The use of ‘‘stopped light’’ in coherently prepared atom
media has been suggested as a possible photonic me
device@40#. Here we consider an alternative memory dev
@31,32# using optical storage loops and switching techniqu
similar to those demonstrated in this paper.

A quantum memory device must be capable of stor
arbitrary qubits or superposition states. For the case
polarization-encoded qubits, it is clear that the polarizi
beamsplitter-based switch demonstrated here would be in
ficient. We have previously described a path-encoded q
scheme for quantum memory based on the use of two ph
locked storage loops of the kind demonstrated here@31,32#.
In that scheme, the qubit values 0 and 1 are represente
two different optical paths, each of which would have
own storage loop and switch.

Despite the encouraging results obtained in our relativ
simple storage loop setup, the main technical problem in
path-encoded qubit memory scheme would be protecting
independent loops from thermally induced phase shifts
scheme that may be more practical in the near term invo
the use of polarization-encoded qubits in a single stor
loop, with an interferometric-based electro-optic switch.
project involving an extension of the setup shown in Fig. 4
this direction is currently underway in our laboratory. Qua
tum error correction techniques could eventually be used
greatly extend the useful memory storage time of these
vices @31,32#.

C. Use in linear optics quantum computation

Although the single-photon source demonstrated h
may be useful in a variety of quantum information applic
tions, our primary motivation for this work was within th
context of efficient linear optics quantum computati
@33,34#. It has been shown@33# that near-deterministic quan
tum logic operations can be performed on photonic qub
using only linear optical elements, additional ancilla photo
and postselection with feed-forward control@35# based on
the output of single photon detectors, as illustrated in Fig

In addition to the qubits of interest, the input to the
linear optics devices includesN ancilla photons. A series o
single photon detectors and feed-forward control are use
3-5
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postselect the desired logical output, and the operations
succeed with an error rate that scales as low as 1/N2 in the
limit of large N @34#.

A key requirement in this linear optics approach is clea
the need forN sources of single ancilla photons. What
required is that at some predetermined time, each of
sources will, with near certainty, emit a single photon into
assigned input mode of the linear optics device. An appro
to this problem involving the use of an array of low-pow
pumped down-conversion crystals at each input port is be
investigated by Migdall and co-workers@41#. In that ap-
proach, detectors for one photon of each possible pair
fast-switching are used to select the input photon based
which crystal had successfully emitted a pair. An approach
that kind would require a large number of efficient optic
switches and down-conversion crystals for each input por
the device.

Our approach is based on the use of the single-pho
source demonstrated in this paper, which essentially requ
only two efficient switching events per source. The expe
mental results shown in Fig. 6 indicate that the source
single-photons on pseudodemand from stored do
conversion appears to be ideally suited for this task.
shown in the lower portion of Fig. 7, one source of this ki
would be used at each ancilla photon input port of the lin
optics device. The entire experiment would be pumped b
master femtosecond pulsed laser which would provide
required synchronization, as well as reducing the proble
associated with dark counts. Pumping of the single-pho
sources would be started well in advance of the prede
mined gate-operation time. Each of the ancilla sources wo
continue to be pumped until a single photon was known to

FIG. 7. A schematic illustrating the use of the single-photons
pseudodemand from stored parametric down-conversion in effic
linear optics quantum computation@33,34#. In addition to the two
input qubits of interest on the left,N ancilla photons are required a
inputs to a linear optics device. As shown by the dashed boxes,
of theseN inputs would be supplied by a source of the kind de
onstrated in this paper. The idea is that a master pulsed-laser w
be turned on well in advance of the predetermined gate opera
time and used for synchronized pumping of each of theN sources.
The pump would be turned off for each of the sources as t
became occupied with a single photon in their storage loops. AN
ancilla photons would then be switched into the linear optics dev
at the predetermined gate operation time.
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contained in its storage loop. At the predetermined ga
operation time, allN ancilla could therefore be switched ou
of their loops and into their input ports of the linear opti
device.

In order to be useful in this linear optics scheme, t
photons from each of the independent sources will be
quired to be indistinguishable in the sense that higher-or
interference effects can be observed among them. At
present time, the most practical method for ensuring this
distinguishability appears to be the use of narrow-band p
filtering techniques proposed by Z˙ukowskiet al. @4# and used
in a variety of multiphoton down-conversion experimen
~see, for example,@42#!. In the example of Fig. 7, the filter
ing will need to be arranged in such a way that dispers
and wave-packet distortion cannot be used to distingu
photons which have traveled a different number of roun
trips through their respective storage loops. An alternat
method for ensuring the indistinguishability of the anci
photons would involve the source engineering techniques
scribed by Walmsley’s group@43#. The development of low-
loss optical switches would also be required. Despite th
technical challenges, the single-photon source on pseu
demand demonstrated in this paper may facilitate a near t
demonstration of linear optics quantum computation.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we reported the results of an experiment
demonstrated a source of single-photons on pseudodem
from stored parametric down-conversion. In our experime
the detection of one photon of a down-conversion pair w
used to activate a high-speed Pockels cell that switched
other photon into a free-space storage loop. The stored p
ton was then known to be circulating in the loop, and cou
be switched out on command after any number of rou
trips. From a practical point of view, one of the attracti
features of this source is that the stored photon is relea
into a well-defined mode as opposed to the random 4p solid-
angle emission found in many single-photon sources ba
on spontaneous decay of a single excited two-state syst

In the current version of our experiment, the minimu
length of the storage loop was dictated by the relatively sl
10 ns rise time of the Pockels cell switch. Although effo
could be made to reduce this time, we emphasized that
‘‘push-button’’ aspect of any single-photon source is not t
critical requirement for many quantum information applic
tions. What is required in many cases is simply to know, w
near certainty, that a single photon will be emitted at so
prearranged time in the future. The use of the source
scribed in this paper with pulsed-pump parametric dow
conversion appears to be an ideal candidate for these a
cations.

The losses and switching errors in our relatively simp
proof-of-principle experiment were lower than initially ex
pected, which is encouraging for the discussion of a photo
quantum memory device based on this kind of storage l
@31,32#. Much lower losses should be achievable using s
able optical fiber components. We also described how su
source of single-photons on pseudodemand may be ide
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suited as a source of ancilla photons in a linear optics qu
tum computation scheme@33,34#. Useful implementations o
linear optics quantum computing will require a large numb
of these types of sources with much smaller errors, but
results presented here provide a significant step in that d
tion.
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